LUNETA SIGHT GLASS
The Luneta Sight Glass modernizes the traditional viewport and 3D bullseye sight glass. The Luneta Sight Glass is made of Tritan, a clear copolyester that is stronger than bulletproof glass and that can withstand the toughest environmental conditions. The 360-degree viewing surface has no molded-in obstructions for effortless oil-level and visual inspections. Etched crosshairs enable at a glance oil level checks without the possibility of the level marker fading or wearing off. The Luneta Sight Glass also features eyelets for attaching lubricant identification tags and a molded in hex nut for easy installation.
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ISOLINK OIL TRANSFER CONTAINER
The IsoLink™ Oil Transfer Container is the first oil transfer system that offers a complete best-practices solution for contamination control when transporting oil from storage to equipment. The dispensing lid is the centerpiece of IsoLink’s design and is available with desiccant or nondesiccant breathers. The completely sealed trigger mechanism has a specially designed spring that applies the perfect tension, isolating the oil in the container. Durable containers feature a space-saving square design that stores 27% more volume per square foot than round bottles; containers are available in three sizes – 1-gallon/4-liter, 1.8-gallon/7-liter, and 2.6-gallon/10-liter.

Des-Case
www.descase.com

LUBECOACH E
LubeCoach E is an Excel-based (Visual Basic) computer program that can improve lubrication practices and productivity and reduce maintenance costs in any industrial environment. LubeCoach E includes a bearing database, a full array of variables to use for estimating bearing regrease frequencies and volumes, the ability to verify that the selected lubricant is a good choice, and a way to tabulate and store results for future reference.
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SINGLE-POINT, AUTOMATIC LUBRICATORS
Alemite’s 1751 Series of automatic lubricators, known as Alemite 24/7, is designed to automatically supply a small quantity of grease or oil to a single lubrication point on a regular basis. Ready to use straight from the box, the Alemite 24/7 lubricators offer tool-free activation and setup as well as simple and accurate adjustment of lubricant flow. The lubricators also feature a transparent lubricant container for visual inspection, and their compact size enables installation in confined and difficult-to-access areas.
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